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  New Casino Slots Victor H. Royer,2010-06-09 The
Future is Now! Twenty-first century casinos are
nothing like the classic dens of the Rat Pack
era—the days of Elvis and Liberace and the “Mob”
in the movie “Casino.” Today’s world of slots, and
all casino gaming, is as up-to-date as everything
else in Las Vegas. The new slots are sophisticated
and computerized machines that offer excitement,
entertainment, and frequent pays—if you know what
to look for and how to play these new machines
when you arrive at the casino....and before you
start spending your money. In This Book You Will
Find • More than 100 photos of the newest and best
slots. • How to find the best games and machines.
• How to play the newest slots—before using your
own money.
  American Casino Guide Steve Bourie,2004-11
Published annually since 1992, the 2005 edition of
this bestselling guide continues to gain fame as
the best available source for information on U.S.
casinos. The new 2005 edition lists more than 650
casinos in 35 states and comes complete with maps
of all states showing where the casinos are
located, plus detailed maps of Las Vegas, Atlantic
City, Reno and the Mississippi gambling resort
towns of Biloxi and Tunica.
  Beat the Slots Martin Jensen, Slots are now the
casinos most popular casino game with more players
than ever looking to win the big jackpot. Jensen
shows you the secrets of profitable machines and
how to increase your chances for a big jackpot!
Written in conversational style, this easy-to-read
book has information on not only finding and
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beating the best machines, but how to earn points,
free rooms and meals, and even cash back by
joining the slots clubs. Lots of information
includes the basics of play, how to find the
machines and casinos with the most frequent and
largest payoffs, the different types of machines,
the history of slots, insider advice on how to
avoid losing machines (in airports, by show lines)
and how to find the most profitable machines. 164
pages
  Powerful Profits From Video Slots Victor H
Royer,2014-06-24 Improve your odds every time you
play! Video slots can be an exciting and
profitable alternative to traditional slot
machines, especially for those who know the right
wagering strategies. In this updated guide,
nationally renowned gambling columnist and casino
insider Victor H. Royer offers outstanding advice
for improving your odds at video slots. He
explains how to play the most common video slot
games in the casino and exactly how to maximize
your chances of success with each. Pick up insider
tips for such casino favorites as Wheel of Fortune
and Megabucks. No matter which game you choose,
the odds of winning consistently can be
dramatically improved through proper playing
technique. You'll learn: Why all video slot games
are not alike! How to determine which games and
machines offer the best odds of winning Strategies
for maximizing potential payouts while minimizing
potential loss How to avoid common mistakes Smart
and simple advice for money management And many
more tips for increasing your odds! This essential
guide also includes a fun and informative video
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slots quiz and complete payout tables for 20 of
the casinos' most popular video slot games. From
Royer's proven Keys to Winning strategies to
uncovering games with the best bonuses and even
navigating the EZ Pay® TITO—ticket in, ticket out
Ticket System, you'll be better prepared than ever
before. When it comes to video slots, knowing more
means winning more—so let this book make you the
smartest player on the floor. 106,000 Words
  Casino Games John Gollehon, The classic, revised
for the first time in almost a decade, provides
quick, clear and concise winning information on
eight important casino games blackjack, craps,
slots, video poker, baccarat, roulette, keno and
sports betting. Gamblers are impatient and like to
learn quickly, so this is just what the doctor
ordered. Casino Games talks to readers in language
they understand-straight to the point and in the
language of a fellow player, not a mathematician.
Each chapter, in thirty minutes or less, gets
readers armed and ready to play and win.
  Casino Gambling For Dummies Kevin
Blackwood,Swain Scheps,2022-04-26 Maximize your
odds on the casino floor Casinos are designed for
distraction, so it helps to know a bit about when
the odds are in your favor and when they’re not
before you push a stack of chips onto a table.
Professional blackjack player Kevin Blackwood and
lifelong sports bettor Swain Scheps know a thing
or two about casino gambling. In Casino Gambling
For Dummies, these seasoned gaming veterans guide
you through the essential strategies for walking
out of the casino ahead of the game. They also
show you the most common mistakes made by players,
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helping you avoid gambling risks while you enjoy
what the gaming industry has to offer. Learn to
see past the flashing lights, decide how much
you’re willing to wager, and find out how to enjoy
yourself. In this book, you’ll also discover:
Step-by-step walkthroughs of casino etiquette and
the rules of common casino games, including poker
and blackjack Explanations of video poker and
slots and ways to avoid losing more than you’re
comfortable with Explorations of online gambling,
so you can enjoy the fun of a casino from the
comfort of your home The perfect guide for anyone
looking for an easy introduction to the world of
casino gaming, Casino Gambling For Dummies is also
an essential resource for those seeking to improve
their odds at blackjack, craps, video poker,
slots, and other games.
  How to Win at Casino Gambling Roger Gros,2000 An
illustrated guide to a variety of casino gambling
games.
  Comp City Max Rubin,2012-08 Every year, U.S.
casinos give away more than a billion dollars
worth of amenities to customers in return for
their gambling action. These giveaways, known as
comps (short for complimentaries), range from
parking and drinks to gourmet meals and airfare.
Are you getting your share? From nickel slot
players to $500 a hand blackjack high rollers,
Comp City has shown tens of thousands of gamblers
how to get free casino vacations.
  Casino Games Anna Southgate,2006 Be ready for
the gaming tables before you set foot in the door
with this ultimate guide. Increase your chances of
winning with expert advice on the strategy and
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mathematics of each game, as well as tips on
bluffing and reading the opposition. The rules of
Poker, Roulette, Baccarat, Craps, and Blackjack
are explained in jargon-free terms and thoroughly
illustrated. Includes variations of the games and
a special section on on-line casinos.
  Powerful Profits From Internet Gambling Victor H
Royer,2014-08-26 Insider Tips For Beating The Best
Games On The Net Internet gambling is the hottest
thing in gaming, with tens of millions being
wagered every day around the world. For many
players, success will be elusive, but for those in
the know, the odds of winning consistently can be
dramatically improved. Here, nationally renowned
gambling columnist and casino insider Victor H.
Royer offers fully updated, outstanding advice on
what to do when you're ready to try your luck
online. He explains where to go, what to expect,
and how to maximize your chances of success using
his 6-part Keys to Winning strategy. With Royer as
your guide, you'll confidently navigate the world
of online casinos and poker rooms, have more fun,
and win more often. You'll learn: Why all online
casinos are definitely NOT alike How to find a
reputable Internet wagering site Which online
games offer the best odds of winning What are the
top online casinos Plus, you'll pick up insider
tips for such Internet casino favorites as: Keno
Cyber Slots Craps Sic Bo Money Wheel Baccarat
Roulette Cyber Bingo And more! Because there's
such a high turnover among casino sites, Royer has
streamlined and generalized the principles in this
book to ensure that they remain relevant for the
long haul and can be applied to play in any online
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casino at any time. Keep this invaluable reference
handy as your go-to guide for tapping into the
powerful profits that are only a mouse click away!
112,000 Words
  Winning at Casino Gambling Lyle Stuart,1995
  The Mammoth Book of Casino Games Paul
Mendelson,2010-05-27 Paul Mendelson offers an
indispensable guide to beating the odds in just
about every gambling game, both in casinos and
online. He reveals how to shift the odds in your
favour as he clearly explains every game and
analyses optimum strategies in detail with the aim
of helping you to win. Other chapters show you how
to: get the best out of your casino - pick up free
drinks, meals, hotel accommodation, thousand-
dollar shopping trips, room upgrades, flights,
bonus money etc.; make the most of your trip to
Las Vegas or anywhere else - casino information,
the best places to gamble (for each game),
recommended hotels and attractions; win online -
which sites to avoid and which can be trusted, a
discussion of every game from poker through to
online bingo, including bonuses, incentives, play-
through data and the best strategies to use. The
Mammoth Book of Casino Games covers every major
casino game in detail, as well as many less well
known games, including: blackjack, roulette, punto
banco (baccarat, chemin de fer, chemmy), poker
(including three-card, Caribbean stud and video
poker), Chinese dice and domino games (including
sic bo, gwat pai and kap tai shap), slots (three-
wheel, multi-line, bonus), other casino games
(including Keno, Wheel of Fortune, Red Dog and
Spanish 21) and tournaments (slots, roulette
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etc.). Praise for The Mammoth Book of Poker: 'I've
won 20 times the price in the last three days!'
Gareth Hughes
  The Amazing Book of Casino Games Paul
Lamford,1998 Roulette, Baccarat, Blackjack, Casino
Stud Poker...armed with this comprehensive guide,
you won't need luck on your side. Full of
techniques, strategies and helpful hints on how to
enter the amazing world of casino games. With
full-color illustrations, easy-to-follow
instructions and step-by-step betting plans, this
is a must for experienced & novice gamblers alike.
  The Pocket Idiot's Guide to Casino Comps David
Apostolico,2007-12-04 Always a winner! Before you
lay down a lot of money at the tables and machines
in casinos, you should also consider all of the
freebies you can get from simply being there.
Casinos give away over one billion dollars a year
in free stuff to valued customers. From the high-
roller level of suites, meals, and credit to the
small-time repeater gamblers with discounts on
meals, transportation, and shows, there are
hundreds of ways to make a visit to the casino
profitable—without spending a dime. Dave
Apostolico, poker and gambling expert, explains
how gamblers can get paid to play, which casinos
have the best comps, inside rules that work to
your advantage, and the ideal games for comps,
special promotions, discounts, and credit.
  The Essentials of Casino Game Design Dan
Lubin,2016-10-11 The Essentials of Casino Game
Design is a handbook for aspiring or practicing
game designers. It explains, in detail, the
techniques of designing a casino game that
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actually works. The author, Dan Lubin, is an
experienced game designer. He not only succeeded
as an independent, with EZ Pai Gow and Double
Blackjack, to name only a couple, but also worked
as a table-games designer and manager for big
gaming corporations, including Galaxy Gaming, the
largest independent supplier of table games in the
world. His approach in this book is more than just
giving advice in the how-to style. Rather, he
walks aspiring table-game designers through the
decision points, and the reasoning behind them,
that can make or break a game. Aside from main
game design, topics also include proper side-bet
development, including as a stand-alone money
maker, game protection, game design, technical
writing, and business and negotiation
considerations.
  Winning Casino Craps Edwin Silberstang,2007 The
second edition of Winning Casino Craps has been
updated to cover changes in how the game is played
and how casinos treat their players. This
entertaining and informative guide includes: •
Instructions for playing craps, including
illustrative examples from actual games •
Explanations for the basic betting combinations •
Dos and don'ts for making bets • Aggressive
winning strategies
  Gambling Wizards Richard W. Munchkin,2012-03 Get
into the minds of the greatest gamblers of all
time. Read in-depth interviews with eight masters
of the games. Learn how they think, how they play,
and what made them successful. The interview
subjects include: Billy Walters (sports betting),
Chip Reese (poker), Doyle Brunson (poker), Mike
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Svobodny (backgammon), Stan Tomchin (backgammon
and sports betting), Cathy Hulbert (blackjack and
poker), Alan Woods (blackjack and horse racing),
and Tommy Hyland (blackjack).
  The Winner's Guide to Casino Gambling Edwin
Silberstang,2005-04-01 The definitive guide to the
best strategies at the gambling table-now in a
fully revised and updated fourth edition Long
recognized as the gambler's bible, The Winner's
Guide to Casino Gambling has been completely
revised and expanded to include new rules and
strategies for every major game in the casino,
including several popular new ones. This entirely
updated fourth edition remains the most
authoritative and comprehensive book in its field,
bringing gambling expert Edwin Silberstang's
professional secrets and expertise into the
twenty-first-century casino. The Winner's Guide to
Casino Gambling can literally replace a shelf full
of guides to individual games-each chapter is a
book of its own. Silberstang shows readers - the
best strategies to beat multiple-deck blackjack,
including simple but powerful card-counting
methods - how to exploit the free-odds wager in
craps to minimize the house edge - ways to win at
the most popular video poker games - the secrets
to the new casino games, such as Three Card Poker
and Let It Ride® - what games to play where for
the best odds - a winning approach to thinking as
a gambler, worth the cost of the entire book
  Attack the Casino's Vulnerable Games John T.
Gollehon,2012 This new edition is completely
redesigned with new charts and the latest winning
information. Readers get rock-solid advice on how
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to maximize their chances of winning at the games
the casinos are most vulnerable to. In blackjack,
players learn Gollehon's patented assault
technique; in video poker, how to increase royals
by 20%; in hold'em, the solid strategies for
average players to win money; in craps, the money
bets and how to squeeze the most profit from them;
and in games prone to betting systems, the
complete Power Progressive strategy.
  The Everything Casino Gambling Book Meg Elaine
Schneider,2004-08-18 The best ways to beat the
odds! Here’s your chance to feel like an expert
the next time you walk into a casino or play
online! The Everything® Casino Gambling Book, 2nd
Edition brings you up-to-date information on a
wide variety of casino games, strategies, Internet
resources, and even the psychology of gambling—
all in one complete volume! This perennial
bestseller has now been completely revised and
updated to provide even clearer instruction on the
most popular games, cutting-edge techniques to
beat the odds, and smart advice on how to manage
your money safely. The Everything® Casino Gambling
Book, 2nd Edition shows you how to get the edge
when playing: Seven-Card Stud and Texas Hold’em
Pai Gow and Caribbean Stud and Draw Blackjack and
poker Craps and roulette Slots and special table
games Providing a wealth of simple instruction on
the most popular casino gambling games, this all-
new edition even provides some fun extras, such as
a heads-up on horseracing and sports betting. Easy
to follow and filled with practical tips, The
Everything® Casino Gambling Book, 2nd Edition is
the one book you need to help you clean up at the
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tables every time!
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